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Emergence of New Social Networks
New networks try to invite users of older ones
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Networks connect to each other
Some information is shared between networks.
Networks can use information from each other.
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Problem: Anchor Link Prediction

Who is likely to join target network?
Problem: Anchor Link Prediction

By joining new users, new anchor links emerge.
Why do users join a new network?

**Personal Factors**
- Attractiveness of the target network
- Dissatisfaction from the source network

**Social Factors**
- Number of friends in the target network
- Intimacy between friends in the target network
Why do users join a new network?

- Attractiveness of the target network
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Factors:
- Personal Factors
- Social Factors
Meta-Path-Based Approach

**Network Schema:**
- Meta structure of a heterogeneous network

**Meta-Path:**
- A path defined over network schema

Sample Meta-Path:

Sample Network Schema:

Heterogeneous information
Number of friends in the target network

#instances of this meta-path = #friends in the target network

Will he join?
Connector Meta-Paths

Similarity Extension

Similar users perform similar actions

Will he join?
How to model similarity?

Similarity meta-paths

Social

Spatial

Temporal

Textual
“similarity” as a measure of “intimacy”

Intimacy between friends in the target network

Will he join?
Recursive Meta-Paths

Similarity Extension again

This kind of meta-path begins with a user and returns to himself

Will he join?
Classification

9 connector meta-paths
Path-Count
9 features
Path-Count
9x9x9 recursive meta-paths
729 features
Dataset

Twitter as source network:
- Containing about 5k users with a total of 8m tweets

Foursquare as target network:
- Containing about 3.5k users with a total of 48k tips

Common users:
- About 3k shared users

Ground truth:
- Positive Samples: Common users who joined twitter before foursquare
- Negative Samples: Non-anchor users
Experiment Settings

- **Comparison methods:**
  - **CICF:** consistent incidence co-factorization
  - **CMP:** connector meta-paths only
  - **RMP:** recursive meta-paths only
  - **CRMP:** both connector and recursive meta-paths

- **Experiment setup:**
  - 1936 positive samples
  - 1941 negative samples
  - 5-fold cross-validation with linear SVM
Experiment Results

Effect of heterogeneous information

Accuracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CMP</th>
<th>RMP</th>
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</table>
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Effect of remaining anchor links
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Effect of newness of target network
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Experiment Results

Effect of similarity extension

Accuracy
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Conclusion

Problem:

- Anchor link prediction
- Different from conventional link prediction

Method:

- A meta-path-based approach
- Connector and Recursive meta-paths model different aspects of social factors

Future Works:

- To model personal factors as well
- To predict the time of link creation
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